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NEW
VARIETIES 2019

Bean
ANTIGUA BUSH BEAN

Bean  
LASALLE 

Broccolini
ASPABROC

Broccoli
HYDRA 

Cabbage 
ALFARO Y.R. F1

Cabbage 
B3158 Y.R. F1

Bean 
SEYCHELLES POLE BEAN

Beet
BOHAN

Broccoli
COVINA F1 BROCCOLI

Bean 
BAI BU LAO

Bean  
BUSH BEAN SPEEDY 

Bean
DESPERADO 

Very upright, 18” tall. Excellent 
disease resistance. Uniform 
pods suitable for mechanical 
harvests.  

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Medium green smooth domed heads 
are easy to harvest and are suitable 
for the bunching and crown markets. 
Performs best in temperate summer 
climates. Maturity: 102 days.

Courtesy of Stokes

Resembles a broccoli raab with an 
asparagus stem and a mild taste. 
Easy to grow and requires little space. 
Plants will set three to five shoots and 
height reaches 20 to 24”. 

Courtesy of Siegers

Early cabbage, Cambria type. Dark blue 
heads, well wrapped, very heavy, of an 
excellent quality. Short core. Good field 
holding ability. Also tolerant to white 
blister rust. Maturity: 55 days. 

Courtesy of Norseco

Nice round heads, early in 
maturity, dense and well filled, 
with a short core. Good wrappers. 
Very uniform in size and shape. 
Maturity: 62 days. 

Courtesy of Norseco

High yielding, dark, easy to harvest 
three to four sieve bean with high 
consistent yields. Good heat resistance. 
Tolerant to CBMV, Halo Blight and 
Brown Spot. Maturity: 54 days.
 
Courtesy of Stokes

Quality stringless pods with an 
archipelago of tender, small seeds 
inside each. Vigorous plants produce 
round pods in clusters of six for an 
easy and continuous harvest. 

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

This eye catching new beet has 
very smooth skin and a round 
shape. It has vigorous, strong, 
clean tops. Maturity: 52 days.

Courtesy of Seedway 

Vigorous plants reliably produce 
uniform, tight domes. Upright, large-
framed plants produced big, tightly 
beaded heads for reliable harvests. 
Good for spring or fall.  

High Mowing Organic Seeds

White pole bean. The pods are 10 
to 12” long and half an inch wide. 
Stringless, and stay tender for a 
long period without fibrosis. Tolerant 
to cold and diseases. High yield.

Courtesy of Agrohaitai

A European variety with the 
ability to produce under cover 
or shorter day conditions. Early, 
flavourful, and productive on 
strong, disease tolerant plants.
Courtesy of William Dam Seeds 

Well adapted for heat/stress 
tolerances. Excellent germination 
and plant vigor. High tolerance to 
BCMV. Maturity: 53 days. 

Courtesy of Stokes
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2019 NEW
VARIETIES 2019

Cabbage
BOTRAN F1

Cabbage 
XTREME VANTAGE Y.B.R. F1

Cauliflower 
FIORETTO 60

Celery
XP 266

Choy
NABAI SPRING F1

Dill
HERA

Carrot 
NAVEDO F1

Carrot
B3136 F1

Carrot 
SV7627 F1

Cabbage 
SATIE 

Cabbage  
SUMMER DISH F1

Cabbage 
ULTRA VANTAGE Y.R. F1

Bronco/Grand Vantage type that 
combines the high quality of Bronco to 
the good wrappers of Grand Vantage. 
Stands out due to its high tolerance to 
black rot. Maturity: 65 days. 

Courtesy of Norseco

Storage type cabbage. Large head 
size and a dense inner core. Hearty 
plant habit, strong stalk and a high 
head position. Maturity: 100 days. 

Courtesy of Norseco

A long stem cauliflower with 
a small head and sweet green 
stems. Fresh or cooked, it stands 
out for its taste and sweetness.

Courtesy of Siegers

Mid-size frame with appealing 
green colour. Upright with smooth 
petioles. Excellent taste and yield. 
Maturity: 100 days
 
Courtesy of Norseco

Very late bolting dill. Upright 
growth habit with much leaf 
mass. Wider harvest window than 
Bouquet. Suitable for the fresh 
market and industry. 
Courtesy of Norseco

Baby Pak Choy. 45 to 50 days after 
sowing. Size: Four to six inches.  
Extra slow to bolt. Can be planted 
in spring, summer and fall. Disease 
resistant. 
Courtesy of Agrohaitai

Heads stand high for an easy 
harvest. Excellent wrappers. Strong 
resistance against black rot and 
a strong tolerance to tip burn. 
Maturity: 65 days.

Courtesy of Norseco

Cello/jumbo type with high quality 
roots in both mineral and muck 
soils. High uniformity of straight 
and long roots of a perfect shape. 
Maturity: 63 days.

Courtesy of Norseco

Very cylindrical roots that stand out 
for their excellent uniformity and their 
high yield potential. Smooth and well-
filled roots. Maturity: 63 days.

Courtesy of Norseco

New cello/jumbo from Seminis. 
A complement to SV2384 and 
Enterprise, offering a higher ratio of 
jumbo size carrots. For both mineral 
and muck soils. Maturity: 70 days.
Courtesy of Norseco

Late white cabbage with uniform 
heads perfect for fresh market. Long 
storage suitable for growing condi-
tions like hot continental summers.

Courtesy of Siegers

Flat head. 65 to 70 days after 
transplanting. Four to six pounds. 
Tolerant to heat, humidity, burst-
ing and diseases.

Courtesy of Agrohaitai
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NEW
VARIETIES 2019

Eggplant
ANNINA F1

Lettuce
TROPICANA 

Onion
RED GENEVA 

Onion 
POCONO 

Onion 
RED MOUNTAIN 

Onion
SADDLEBACK 

Melon
GODDESS

Melon
GOLDEN GIANT F1

Onion
MONASTRELL

Kale
REDBOR F1

Leek
FENCER

Lettuce
STANFORD

Prolific yields of upright, spineless 
fruit. Performs as you expect a hybrid 
to, but with flavour of heirloom.

 
Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Extra-large uniform round bulbs with 
long-term storage potential. Widely 
adapted to areas that use Prince or 
Fortress and has shown excellent quality 
out of storage. Maturity: 110 days. 

Courtesy of Stokes

Flattened bulbs pair well with a 
yellow cipollini for an early, colorful 
display. Slightly slower to mature than 
yellow varieties, but with comparable 
shape and size. Excellent flavor for 
eating raw or cooking.  
Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Large, uniform, globe shaped bulb. 
Strong root system permits growth on 
marginal muck soils, enabling high 
yield potential. Medium term storage 
potential. Maturity: 100 days. 

Courtesy of Stokes

Red long day storage onion. Large 
storage red onion. Good color 
throughout bulb. Firm with good 
storage capability. Maturity: 110 days.

Courtesy of Seedway 

High quality, full heads. Uniform 
leaves that retain crispness and flavour 
throughout the season. Our trials 
showed this workhorse variety to be a 
top overall performer in a dry, hot year. 
 
Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Like Athena but earlier to ripen. 
Large (four to six pounds) oval fruits 
with excellent sweet flavour on 
healthy vines. Maturity: 66 days.

Courtesy of William Dam Seeds 

Oriental melon. Oblong fruit, 
average 2.5lb. Crispy and sweet 
with brix 14 to 16. Resistant to 
disease. High yield.

Courtesy of Agrohaitai

Uniform bulbs with an impressive dark 
red exterior color and good red interior 
color. High quality, single-centers. 
Use as first early red. Limited storage 
potential. Maturity: 98 days.

Courtesy of Stokes

Redbor F1’s tall, dark red leaves on 
sturdy stems are full of vigor and 
grow upright for easy harvests. As 
with all reds, flavor and color are 
enhanced by cold weather. 

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Bluish green, main season leeks. 
Very uniform, large size and 
remarkably easy-cleaning long 
shanks. Maturity: 100 days.
  
Courtesy of Norseco

Stanford offers the leaf shape and 
texture of a tender butterhead, 
but has the added benefit of truly 
upright growth, similar to a mini 
romaine.  

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds
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2019 NEW
VARIETIES 2019

Onion
SSR-BO-14 F1

Pea  
SV0935QF 

Pepper 
ORANGE MARMALADE

Pepper 
PLACEPACK F1

Pepper 
SKYHAWK

Pepper 
SV3964PB (X4R) 

Pepper 
ESCAMILLO F1

Pepper  
CARMEN F1

Pepper 
FLAMING FLARE

Onion  
TRAVERSE F1

Pea
PLS 14

Pea
PLS 595 

The darkest and the longest shank of 
the SSR family. Very erect and uni-
form. Can be cleaned and attached 
as fast as the other members of the 
SSR-BO family. Maturity: 65 days.  

Courtesy of Norseco

High yielding variety produces two 
large, full pods per stem. Sturdy, 
compact plants have more tendrils than 
foliage. Averages eleven peas per pod.

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

High yielding, early ripening, sweet 
and flavorful. Small to medium sized 
blocky bell fruit. Performs well in 
open field. 

Courtesy of Siegers

Large size green pepper that has 
excellent yields. Very nice uniformity. 
Very concentrated first set. Large 
plant. Maturity: 68 days. 

Courtesy of Norseco

Large, high quality, firm, blocky dark 
green fruit with a strong plant habit. 
Adapted well for late season harvest. 
Excellent option for growers in the 
Northeast. Tolerance to CMV and BLS 
0-4. Maturity: 78 days.
Courtesy of Stokes

Early maturing smooth, attractive 
jumbo sized fruit with a perfect blocky 
shape and mid green color. High 
yields with tolerance to BLS 1-10.

Courtesy of Stokes

Good yields of concentrated sets 
of uniform colored peas. Sweet 
taste with good disease resis-
tance. Maturity: 44 days.

Courtesy of Seedway

Early maturing fruit on medi-
um-sized 20” plants can be 
harvested at green or allowed to 
ripen to a deep red. 

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

A golden Corno di Toro-type with 
crisp, juicy walls and excellent 
flavor. Prolific yields from vigorous 
22” tall plants. Good for eating 
raw, frying or sautéing. 
Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Quickly ripens to red and adds 
dimension to any dish. An AAS 
winning Fresno type with wonderful 
field performance and productivity. 
Beautiful shape and colour.

Courtesy of William Dam Seeds 

Great quality, mid-season onion. 
Remarkable round shape, firm, small 
neck and very uniform. Large size 
bulbs for an excellent yield. Maturity: 
98 days. 

Courtesy of Norseco

Early, high yielding shelling pea. 24 to 
30” tall with plenty of foliage and vigor. 
Excellent flavor, good for fresh eating or 
processing. 

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds
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VARIETIES 2019

Pumpkin  
GUMDROP PMR

Squash
GRANITE

Sweet corn 
NECTAR BICOLOUR 

QUADSWEET F1

Sweet corn 
NATURAL SWEET XR F1 

Sweet corn 
SEMINOLE SWEET XR

Sweet corn 
SOLSTICE BICOLOUR SH2 F1

Squash 
SUNSHINE F1 KABOCHA

Sweet corn 
CALIBER XR

Sweet corn 
FLAGLER 

Shallot 
MATADOR F1

Spinach
SHELBY F1

Squash 
BRÛLÉE 

Unique flat bottom, and a big, 
sturdy handle. The avg. 11 to 13 lb. 
pumpkins are an ideal size for kids, 
or for accenting any fall display. Short 
vine allows 24 to 30” spacing in-row.  

Courtesy of Johnny’s Selected Seeds 

Vigorous 5’ plants offer ideal ear 
height for harvesting (20 to 25”) and 
produce uniform ears with great husk 
coverage and exceptionally sweet, 
milky kernels. 

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Second Quad Sweet introduction from 
Crookham. Sweet and creamy, full 
season corn. Very good germination. 
Well filled and well-covered cob. 
Sturdy plant. Maturity: 72 days. 

Courtesy of Norseco

Earlier Nirvana type. Particularly 
sweet and tender variety. Strong 
emergence. Strong tip fill. Stands 
out by its great quality, just like 
Nirvana. Maturity: 67 days. 
Courtesy of Norseco

High quality shipper that combines high 
yields with superior flavor. Dark green 
husk package and good husk protection 
to go along with a clean strong, plant 
and excellent kernel flavor. 

Courtesy of Siegers

A nice package of uniformity and 
productivity for the boxing trade. Fruit 
is smooth with little to no ribbing and 
carries a refined shape that boxes 
easily. Maturity: 95 days.
 
Courtesy of Seedway

Flattened globe-shaped fruits 
have excellent flavor and tender, 
stringless texture. A great culinary 
variety for baking, mashing or pies. 

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Outstanding yield potential on a 
strong plant, superb eating quality, 
and an excellent husk package. Great 
for roadside and shipping markets. 
Superior across different environ-
ments and conditions. 
Courtesy of Siegers

High quality sh2, eight inch. bicolor 
ear with 16 to 18 rows. Strong plant 
with broad adaptation and good stress 
tolerance offering excellent yield 
potential. Intermediate resistance to 
Rp1-GFJ Rust. Maturity: 78 days
Courtesy of Stokes

Giant, uniform shallots in papery skins. 
Large, blocky bulbs are easy to process 
in the kitchen and have the traditional 
flavor and sugar content of shallots. A 
vigorous variety that produces two large 
twin bulbs per one seed.  
Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Excellent transition variety for spring 
and fall, with high quality leaf shape 
and size and strong tolerance to downy 
mildew. For baby leaf production. 
Maturity: 55 days.   

Courtesy of Norseco

A prolific and early producer of 
stout, personal-sized squashes with 
traditional butternut color. Very high 
yields on vigorous plants

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds
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NEW
VARIETIES2019 2019

Sweet corn   
VISTA XR

Tomato
PLUM PERFECT F1  

PASTE TOMATO 

Tomato
SUPERNOVA CHERRY 

Watermelon 
RED AMBER 

Watermelon 
 SWEETIE PIE 

Zucchini  
BLACK JADE 

Tomato
STARLIGHT CHERRY 

Tomato
PROFI FRUTTI CHERRY F1

Tomato
SUNGRAZER F1

Tomato
COMET F1

Tomato  
GALAXY SUITE CHERRY 

Tomato  
MIDNIGHT PEAR CHERRY 

First early yellow sh2 hybrid with 
great husk protection and 7.75-
8.25 in/19.5-21 cm ear length. An 
incredible choice for the high quality 
roadside market. Resistance to RpGDJ 
and NCLB. Maturity: 69 days.
Courtesy of Stokes

Dark purple, small pear fruits have 
wildly cosmic flavor. Irresistible to har-
vesters and market-goers alike. Part of 
High Mowing’s exclusive Galaxy Suite 
tomato collection.

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

A marbled mini-Roma shape with 
constellations of yellow stripes on a red 
flesh background. Red flesh with yellow 
marbeling and a unique mini-Roma 
shape. Part of High Mowing’s exclusive 
Galaxy Suite tomato collection.
Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Strong, vigorous plant that produces a 
uniform set of high quality fruit. Interior 
has a crisp texture and contrasts well 
with the medium green background 
and medium dark green stripe.

Courtesy of Siegers

Cylindrical fruits in shiny dark 
green color. Resistant to PM and 
virus. Maturity: 40 - 45 days.  
 

Courtesy of Agrohaitai

Knock-out sweet flavor, slightly 
crunchy texture and very juicy 
flesh! Fruit have a dark, thin, 
shiny rind. Replaces Jade Star.

Courtesy of Siegers

The winner in our trials for a late 
blight resistant plum tomato. Texture 
and flavor superior to other late blight 
resistant plums in our trials three years 
running. 

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Indeterminate tomato selected for its 
excellent productivity. Small, dark red, 
shiny fruits that weight around 20 g. Brix 
rate of 10, sweet and delicious fruits. 
Winner of Les Exceptionnelles 2018. 
Maturity: 60 days. Untreated seed.
Courtesy of Norseco

Slender yellow grape tomatoes. Slightly 
late to mature, will continue to ripen 
until frost. Plants are prolific and require 
diligent trellising. Part of High Mowing’s 
exclusive Galaxy Suite tomato collection.

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

An orange grape tomato with sun-kissed 
color and a celestial flavor profile. 
Firm fruits can hold up to harvest and 
transport and complete a custom grape 
mix. Part of High Mowing’s exclusive 
Galaxy Suite tomato collection.
Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

Firm, uniform red grapes bred for high 
yields and vigorous plants. Stay firm 
and reliable through transportation. 
Part of High Mowing’s exclusive Galaxy 
Suite tomato collection.

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds

An assortment of cherry and grape 
tomatoes with outstanding texture, 
crack resistance and post-harvest shelf 
life, allowing fruit to maintain quality 
through transportation and storage. 

Courtesy of High Mowing Organic Seeds
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